Heinz recently completed a comprehensive experiment in self-play using the FRITZ chess engine to establish the 'decreasing returns' hypothesis with specific levels of statistical confidence. This note revisits the results and recalculates the confidence levels of this and other hypotheses. These appear to be better than Heinz' initial analysis suggests.
INTRODUCTION
reported an extensive self-play experiment with FRITZ to investigate the widely-held belief that an increment of search-depth gives decreasing benefit as depth increases. After a 'White v Black' calibration match between identical players, some seven 'alternating colours' matches were staged in which one player had one ply advantage in fixed iteration depth p, although both sides had search extension capability. The experiments included 3,000 games per match, taking the depth p beyond 9 plies to a record 12 plies.
This note offers an analysis of the statistical significance of the results which extends Heinz' own analysis, differs somewhat from it, and provides confidence levels for: th Let B be a sequence of n Bernoulli trials of a binary, random variable X with two values 0/1: X = 1 with probability x, X = 0 with probability 1-x. The following notation and results are standard (Feller, 1968) :
Principles of Statistical Inference
If the initial, neutral, 'know nothing' assumption is made, namely, that any value in the interval (0, 1) is equally likely, then the following Bayesian relation holds between the underlying mean x and the observed rate
Therefore, in the limit, the distribution of the random variable E(X), the mean of the random variable X, is the same as the distribution of X, assuming the observed rate x o is the mean.
Note that, as n = 3,000, generously large, n.x(1-x) > 290 for all frequencies that occurred in the experiment. This is certainly large enough to ensure that:
• observed frequency rates are close to the intrinsic success rates for the random variables,
• the normal distribution ((X-µ)/ ) is a suitable approximation to the actual probability density functions, • the theory above may be applied to the experiment, knowing that approximation errors are ignorable.
Comparison of Binary and Ternary Models
Rather than analyse match M results with a ternary win/draw/loss model with random variables W and D, Heinz used a binary model with a two-valued random variable S: Pr(win, S = 1) = s. Thus, as above:
However, if S is a 3-valued random variable with Pr(S = 1) = w and Pr(draw) = d, then: -s) , the variance of the equivalent binary model. Thus, the variance in the ternary model is always less than in the binary model 2 . Heinz' substitution of the binary model was therefore indeed a conservative one, increasing the apparent variances in his experiment.
ANALYSIS OF THE SELF-PLAY RESULTS
Heinz' null hypothesis, S, is effectively that "s p and therefore S p reduce as p increases". The confidence level with which this statement may be made is the estimated probability of this being demonstrated again by a further match M p of the same length.
Crucially, Heinz did not use the independence of S i and S j : Var(S i -S j ) = Var(S i ) + Var(S j ) = 2 and S i -S j = k ij . The value of k determines the confidence level with which we might say that S i > S j . 
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Confidence Levels for the null hypothesis D on draw s 
SUMMARY
This note has revisited Heinz' comprehensive self-play experiment in chess and re-assessed the significance of his results for the null hypothesis "an increment of search-depth yields decreasing returns". It appears that the confidence levels with which this may be stated are better than as suggested in his original paper.
Ancillary null hypotheses, on the decreasing frequency of wins and the increasing frequency of draws, were also suggested by the data and hold with good levels of confidence.
Some open questions that arose during this investigation:
• to what extent are the characteristics of the chosen engine, FRITZ, affecting the experimental results?
• why is there no comparable trend in l p , the underlying mean of L p ?
• given a possible stm/sntm position evaluation bias, should M s be compared with M s-2 rather than M s-1 ?
• does the one ply search-depth advantage initially deliver increasing benefits with depth, c.f. M 6 and M 7 ?
• are there other perhaps increasing-return trends in shallow-search matches, e.g., M 2 -M 7 ?
• as p → ∞, does s p decrease to a limit greater, equal to or less than 0.5?
The apparently anomalous M 6 /M 7 results suggest further investigation at the conveniently shallow end of the experiment. Were Heinz' experimental results here a 'one off' or does the one-ply advantage increasingly overcome random play at small depths of search?
Thanks goes to Ernst Heinz for his comprehensive self-play experiment and results.
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